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ABSTRACT
EnergeticﬂaresareobservedintheGalacticsupermassiveblackholeSagittariusA  fromradiotoX-raywavelengths.
On a few occasions, simultaneous ﬂares have been detected in IR and X-ray observations, but clear counterparts at
longer wavelengths have not been seen. We present a ﬂare observed over several hours on 2006 July 17 with the
Chandra X-Ray Observatory, the Keck II telescope, the Caltech Submillimeter Observatory, and the Submillimeter
Array. All telescopes observed strong ﬂare events, but the submillimeter peak is found to occur nearly 100 minutes
aftertheX-ray peak.Submillimeter polarization datashowlinear polarizationintheexcess ﬂareemission,increasing
from 9% to 17% as the ﬂare passes through its peak, consistent with a transition from optically thick to thin synchro-
tron emission. The temporal and spectral behavior of the ﬂare require that the energetic electrons responsible for the
emission cool faster than expected from their radiative output. Thisis consistent with adiabatic cooling in an expand-
ing emission region, with X-rays produced through self-Compton scattering, although not consistent with the sim-
plest model of such expansion. We also present a submillimeter ﬂare that followed a bright IR ﬂare on 2005 July 31.
Comparedto2006,thiseventhadalargerpeakIRﬂuxandsimilarsubmillimeter ﬂux,butitlackedmeasurable X-ray
emission.ItalsoshowedashorterdelaybetweentheIRandsubmillimeterpeaks.Basedontheseeventsweproposea
synchrotron and self-Compton model to relate the submillimeter lag and the variable IR/X-ray luminosity ratio.
Subject headingg s: black hole physics — Galaxy: center — polarization
Online material: color ﬁgures
1. INTRODUCTION
The radio, IR, and X-ray source Sagittarius A  is associated
withasupermassiveblackholeatthecenterofourGalaxy(Melia
& Falcke 2001). Spectral measurementsat all wavelengths where
Sgr A  is not hidden by confusion or Galactic absorption show
it to be extremely underluminous for its mass, radiating just
10 9 LEdd.Av a r i e t yo fp h y s i c a lm o d e l sh a v eb e e ns h o w nt o
adequately reproduce the quiescent spectrum of Sgr A  (e.g.,
Falcke & Markoff 2000; Melia et al. 2001; Yuan et al. 2003).
Discriminationbetweentheproposedaccretionandoutﬂowmod-
els will require information complementary to the spectral data.
Sincethediscoveryof X-rayandIRﬂaresinSgrA  (Baganoff
etal.2001;Genzeletal.2003;Ghezetal.2004),transientevents
havebeenstudied extensively. Suchobservationshavefound that
Sgr A  is highly variable, with increases in X-ray luminosity of
upto160timesoverthequiescentemission(Porquetetal.2003)
andsmallerﬂaresonhourtimescalesatlongerwavelengths(e.g.,
Ghez et al. 2004; Mauerhan et al. 2005; Herrnstein et al. 2004).
Because of the rapid modulation observed in the ﬂaring emis-
sion, these events likely occur just outside the event horizon and
may provideinsight into thestructureand conditionsin theinner
accretion regions. Models for the ﬂares have considered various
mechanisms for injecting energy into the electrons, including
stochasticacceleration,shocks,andmagneticreconnection (e.g.,
Markoff et al. 2001; Yuan et al. 2004; Liu et al. 2006b). The
radiative processes responsible for the ﬂares at each wavelength
have also been debated, leaving synchrotron and synchrotron
self-Compton (SSC) emission as the most likely candidates for
the IR and X-ray emission.
Constraints on the emission processes have improved as more
ﬂares have been observed in the IR and X-ray bands. However,
ag r e a td e a lo fu n c e r t a i n t yw a sg e n e r a t e db yt h ec o n ﬂ i c t i n gm e a -
surements of the IR spectral index during the ﬂares (Ghez et al.
2005; Eisenhauer et al. 2005; Gillessen et al. 2006; Krabbe et al.
2006).Inparticular, somepreviousattemptstoexplain the IRand
X-ray spectra with synchrotron and SSC, respectively, have been
forcedtoincludecomplicationsinordertoexplaincorrelatedvari-
ations of the ﬂux and spectrum (e.g., Liu et al. 2006a; Yusef-
Zadeh et al. 2006b;Bittner etal.2007). In a recentpaper, Hornstein
etal.(2007;hereafterH07)haveusedmultibandIRobservations
ofseveralﬂarestoshowthat,aftercorrectionsforstellarcontam-
ination, the spectral index of Sgr A  is roughly constant within
and between ﬂares, with S  /   0:6.T h i sc a nb eu n d e r s t o o da s
opticallythinsynchrotronemissionfromapopulationofpower-law
electrons with an N(E) / E 2:2 energy spectrum. As discussed
below, their ﬁndings can be used to make a strong case for SSC
productionof X-rayﬂares,ashasbeensuggestedbymanyauthors.
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the temporal evolution of the ﬂares. An exception is the expand-
ingplasmonmodelusedbyYusef-Zadehetal.(2006a)toexplain
delays between ﬂares observed in two centimeter-wavelength
bands; the extension of this model to shorter wavelengths is dis-
cussedinthispaper.Whileunderstandingtheﬂarecreationmech-
anism (without regard to the ﬂare evolution) is an important goal
on its own, much of the potential of the ﬂare measurements to
constrain the structure of Sgr A  comes from modeling the ﬂare
evolution intime andwavelength asthe energized electrons cool
and expand through the source. Initially, X-ray and IR ﬂares
lacked complementary information at other wavelengths, limit-
ing time- and frequency-domain studies to the information en-
coded in a single narrow band. To date, a handful of events have
been detected simultaneously in X-rays and the IR (Eckart et al.
2004, 2006b; Yusef-Zadeh et al. 2006b), yet because the IR and
X-ray ﬂares are observed to be simultaneous the ﬂare evolution
has received less attention than the peak spectra.
Af e wﬂ a r e sh a v ep r o v i d e de v i d e n c ef o rd e c a y i n gm i l l i m e t e r
and submillimeter emission following short-wavelength ﬂares
(Zhaoetal.2004;Eckartetal.2006b;Yusef-Zadehetal.2006b).
Coordinated observations fromcentimeter toX-ray wavelengths
are now routinely attempted to search for clear ﬂare counterparts
across as broad a wavelength range as possible. Here we present
the ﬁrst observations of a ﬂare of Sgr A  detected at submilli-
meter, IR, and X-ray wavelengths. Using an array of telescopes
(x 2) we are able to measure the amplitude, spectral index, and
temporalstructureof theﬂareineachband(x3).Wealsoreporta
second IR/submillimeter ﬂare, detected in the same monitoring
campaign, that lacks an X-ray counterpart. We ﬁnd large delays
betweenthe timeof theIRandX-rayﬂaresandthe submillimeter
ﬂares. In x 4 we attempt to constrain the emission processes and
dynamicsresponsiblefortheseandotherﬂaresobservedinSgrA .
We ﬁnd that the timing, spectra, and energetics of the ﬂares
imply a synchrotron origin for the IR emission and a SSC X-ray
generation mechanism. The decay of these and the submillimeter
ﬂares also suggests that nonradiative cooling processes, such as
adiabaticexpansion,areessential.Asaninitialsteptowardunder-
standing the structure of Sgr A  through the ﬂare changes, we
compare the present ﬂaretoanexistingexpansionmodel.Finally,
we use simple scaling arguments to predict the relationship be-
tween the IR and X-ray ﬂare luminosities and the delay of the
submillimeter counterpart.
Throughout this paper we refer to spectral indices ( )u s i n g
the convention S  /   .W ea s s u m et h eR e i d( 1 9 9 3 )d i s t a n c et o
Sgr A ,8k p c ,w h i c hi sc o n s i s t e n tw i t hm o r er e c e n tr e s u l t s( e . g . ,
Ghez et al. 2003; Eisenhauer et al. 2003).
2. OBSERVATIONS AND REDUCTION
The data presented herewereobtained as partof a2005–2006
campaigntomonitorSgrA  simultaneouslyacrossabroadrange
ofwavelengths; these resultsencompass data from fourobserva-
tories spanning seven decades in wavelength. We report on two
strongﬂaresobservedatIRandsubmillimeterwavelengths,only
one of which was accompanied by an X-ray ﬂare. The temporal
coverage at the various observatories is shown in Figure 1. De-
tails of the individual observations and analysis techniques are
discussed in the following sections.
2.1. X-Ray Data
The Chandra X-Ray Observatory (Weisskopf et al. 1996)
observed the Galactic center on both 2005 July 30/31 and 2006
July 17 using the ACIS imaging array (Garmire et al. 2003). The
observations were timed to span the window of Sgr A  visibility
fromMaunaKeaforcoordinationwithtelescopesthere.Observa-
tional details andanalysisproceduresfollowedthose of Baganoff
etal.(2001,2003).Inparticular,SgrA  photometrywasobtained
from2–8keVcountswithin1.500,aftersubtractionofabackground
derived from a 200–400 annulus with point sources and structures
excluded.
2.2. IR Data
The W. M. Keck II 10 m telescope observed the Galactic
center using the NIRC2 (PI: K. Matthews) near-IR camera and
the laser guide star adaptive optics system (Wizinowich et al.
2000; van Dam et al. 2006) on 2006 July 17. Observations were
alternately made in the K0 (k0   2:12,  k   0:35  m) and L0
(k0   3:78,  k   0:70  m) photometric bands, with exposure
times of 28 and 30 s, respectively, each cycle. The observations
span187minutes,with16minutesofdatalosttoinstrumentprob-
lems. Additional data were obtained on 2005 July 31 in the H
(k0   1:63,  k   0:30  m), K0,a n dL0 bands, cycling through
22.2, 28, and 30 s exposures in these bands every 3 minutes.
Within the 113 minutes of observations, 9 minutes were lost to
telescopeproblems.Thedeadtimebetweenframesonthesenights
was typically less than 1 minute. Seeing on both nights was
excellent; the resolution achieved at H and K0 was 62–65 mas
(FWHM)and80–82masatL0.W er e f e rt h er e a d e rt oH 0 7f o r
additional details.
Fig. 1.—Observing windows for the four observatories on 2005 July 31 (left)a n d2 0 0 6J u l y1 7( right).
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The Caltech Submillimeter Observatory (CSO) SHARC-II ob-
servation and analysis methods are described by Yusef-Zadeh
et al. (2008) with attention to the 2006 July 17 observations at
850  m. Observations were also made on 2005 July 31 at 350,
450,and850 m,forwhichtheCSOhas8.500,10 00,and20 00 reso-
lution, respectively. For the 2005 observations, 850  mc a l i b r a -
tion was derived from Callisto (10.3 Jy) and Neptune (27.7 Jy),
with an estimated uncertainty of 10%. Confusion caused an ad-
ditional  1 Jy uncertainty in the absolute ﬂux density of Sgr A .
At450 m,Arp220(6.3Jy),Callisto(35Jy),andNeptune(67Jy)
were used for absolute calibration, with an estimated uncertainty
of25%.Confusioncausesanadditional 0.5Jyuncertaintyinthe
absolute ﬂux density of Sgr A  at 450  m. At 350  m, Arp 220
(10 Jy) and Neptune (93 Jy) were used for absolute calibration,
with an estimated uncertainty of 25% and a confusion uncer-
tainty of  1J y .
Submillimeter Array (SMA) observations of Sgr A  were
made on 2005 July 31 and 2006 July 17 (UT). In 2005, seven
antennas were used in the SMA ‘‘compact north’’ conﬁguration
at 1.32 mm wavelength (226.9 GHz), covering baseline lengths
of 5–53 kk and yielding a synthesized beam of 3:800 ;2:100 after
a 6 hr track. During the track the zenith opacity varied between
0.05 and 0.08. The SMA polarimetry system (Marrone 2006)
was installed for these observations in order to convert the lin-
early polarized SMA feeds to circular polarization sensitivity.
This removes thepossibility ofconfusing linearpolarizationmod-
ulationwithtotalintensityvariations.Gaincalibrationwasderived
from the quasar J1733 130, while J1744 312, just 2.3
  from
Sgr A ,w a su s e da sac o m p a r i s o ns o u r c et ov e r i f yt h ec a l i b r a -
tion.TheﬂuxdensityscalewasdeterminedfromUranus,withan
uncertainty of 15%. In 2006, seven antennas were used in the
‘‘very extended’’ conﬁguration, yielding baselines of 27–390 kk
and a synthesized beam of 0:600 ; 0:500 after a 6.5 hr track on
Sgr A .T h eo b s e r v i n gw a v e l e n g t hw a st h es a m ea si n2 0 0 5 ,
while the zenith opacity was 0.10. For these data the polarimetry
systemwasusedtomakefullpolarizationmeasurementsaccord-
ing to the procedures described in Marrone et al. (2006a). In
order to sample all cross-correlations of left and right circular
polarization on all baselines, the feed polarizations were modu-
latedinacoordinatedpatternwitha4minuteduration;thiscycle
time set the minimum length of the polarization samples. Instru-
mental polarization calibration was obtained through observa-
tions of the quasar 3C 279, yielding measurements consistent
with those obtained in previous observations at this frequency.
As described in Marrone et al. (2007), the calibration precision
limits false linear polarization signals to 0.2%. Gain calibration
wasderivedfromJ1626 298andJ1924 292,withJ1733 130
asaveriﬁcationsource.Callistowasusedforabsolutecalibration,
with an uncertainty of 15%. For both epochs, the complex cali-
bratorgainswereappliedtotheSgrA  data,andthenSgrA was
used for phase-only self-calibration. Projected baselines shorter
than 20 kk were excluded from this procedure because of con-
tamination from extended emission around Sgr A .F l u xd e n s i t y
measurementswereobtainedforeachtimeinterval(4minuteon-
source cycles) by ﬁtting a point source to the calibrated visibil-
ities. Flux density uncertainties were adjusted to account for the
precision of the calibrator gain measurements, while the overall
ﬂuxdensityscaleuncertaintiesreportedabovewerenotincluded
because they should be common to all time intervals. Figure 2
shows the SMA light curves for both epochs, including calibra-
tion and veriﬁcation sources.
3. RESULTS
3.1. Flare Amplitude and Duration
Figure 3 shows the light curve observed at submillimeter, IR,
and X-ray wavelengths on 2006 July 17. All three bands (four
telescopes) show a ﬂare between 6 and 8 hr UT. Assuming that
the events seen at these wavelengths are related, this is the ﬁrst
ﬂare of Sgr A  to be observed in all of these bands.
The X-ray ﬂare, centered around 06:10 UT, has a FWHM
of 31 minutes and a FWZP of roughly 1 hr. At its peak, this ﬂare
has a 2–8 keV luminosity of 4:0 ; 1034 ergs s 1,a p p r o x i m a t e l y
20timesthequiescentX-rayluminosityofSgrA .Th ein te gr at ed
emission of the ﬂare has a spectral index of     0:0 1:0
 1:6 [photon
index of     1:0f o rN(E)   E  ], implying a monochromatic
luminosity( L )of7L at4keV.Flaresof thisamplitudeorlarger
have been observed on six occasions in the past (Baganoff et al.
2001,2002;Goldwurmetal.2003;Porquetetal.2003;Be ´langer
et al. 2005), corresponding to a rate of around 0:6   0:3d a y  1.
The IR observations begin 36 minutes after the peak of the
X-ray ﬂare, and Sgr A  is initially a factor of a few brighter than
the minimum emission observed over the night. The 7 (7.5) mJy
peakobservedatK0 (L0)correspondsto20(12)L ( L ).Within
Fig. 2.—Left:S M Al i g h tc u r v ef r o m2 0 0 5J u l y3 1 .T h ec a l i b r a t o rw a sJ 1 7 3 3 130,andJ1744 312has beenusedasa testsource toverifythecalibration.Right:L i g h t
curve from 2006 July 17, with calibrators J1626 298 and J1924 292 and test source J1733 130. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this
ﬁgure.]
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to a low level (2–3 mJy). Throughout the IR ﬂare the K0   L0
spectral index is approximately  0:51   0:14, consistent with
other IR ﬂares discussed in H07. The spectral index between the
K0 andX-raypeaksis 1.21,althoughmorenegativeindicesare
allowedbecausetheIRpeakmayhavebeensigniﬁcantlybrighter.
Assuming that the K0 peak was comparable to the largest ﬂares
observed to date,  12 mJy, the spectral index would be  1.28.
In previous observations of X-ray ﬂares with IR counterparts,
Eckartetal.(2006b)andYusef-Zadehetal.(2006b)found K X  
 1:12 and  H X    1:3,respectively.AssuminganIRspectral
index of  0.6 (H07), the latter is equivalent to  K0 X    1:2.
Although the submillimeter observations span the X-ray and
IR ﬂares, there is no submillimeter ﬂare apparent at the time of
themaximainthesebands.PriortotheX-rayﬂare,bothtelescopes
show a small (0.2 Jy, <10% fractionalchange)rise andfall in ﬂux
density. Due to an unfortunate coincidence, neither telescope was
observingSgrA  preciselyatthepeakof theX-rayﬂare,butthere
is no suggestion of a missed increase in emission from the data
immediately before or after thegap. However, a large (1 Jy)ﬂare
is seen at both wavelengths, peaking more than an hour after the
X-rayﬂare.At1.3mmand850 mthemonochromaticluminos-
ities of 1 Jy ﬂares are 4.6 and 7.0 L , respectively. Events of this
magnitudehavebeenseeninpreviousobservationsat1.3mmand
850  m (e.g., Marrone et al. 2006a; Eckart et al. 2006b; Yusef-
Zadeh et al. 2006b); they occur with a frequency of  1.2 day 1
based on 20 epochs since 2004. The decay of this ﬂare is well
approximated at bothwavelengths by an exponential with a time
constantof2hr.Asimilardecaywasalsosuggestedbythe850 m
data presented byEckart et al.(2006b). The spectralindex of the
ﬂaring component is tough to determine because of the absolute
calibration uncertainty and the difﬁculty in determining the non-
ﬂaringﬂux.Assumingthattheminimumﬂuxdensityobservedat
each wavelength represents the stable component, the submilli-
meter spectral index during the ﬂare rise (07:00–07:30 UT) is
 submm    0:1   0:2   0:4, with a mean of 0:4   0:1   0:4
aftertheﬂarepeak.Foreachspectralindexweseparatetheerrors
resulting from the measurement error (ﬁrst) from the constant
errordue to uncertainty in theabsolute calibration of thetwo ob-
servations (second). The change in spectral index across the peak
of the ﬂare is an increase of 0:5   0:2.
On2005July31wealsoobservedastrongIRﬂare,amongthe
brightest yet detected (Fig. 4). It was accompanied by a 1.3 mm
ﬂare of similar amplitude to that of 2006 July 17. The IR and
Fig. 3.—Flux density observed during the 2006 July 17 ﬂare in all three bands. For the CSO 850  m data the ﬂux density measurements are shown at their full tem-
poral resolution (vertical bars) and rebinned into 10 minute averages. The zero point of the 850  m ﬂux density scale is uncertain by 1 Jy due to confusion with the sur-
rounding dust emission. The 1.3 mm polarization measured by the SMA is shown in the bottom panel.
MARRONE ET AL. 376 Vol. 682submillimeter-to-IR indices are very similar to those in the 2006
ﬂare; H07 report a spectral index of  0:62   0:21 between K0
and L0 and  1:3m m  K0 ’  0:7 in both epochs. As noted by H07,
there is no appreciable change in X-ray ﬂux during these obser-
vations, despite coverage beginning more than 10 hr before the
start of the Keck IR data. The nondetection of X-ray emission
places an upper limit of  K0 X <  1:50.
3.2. Correlation Analysis
The peak of the 2006 July 17 X-ray ﬂare occurred before the
beginning of our IR observations. The probability of the IR and
X-ray ﬂares coincidingbychancewithinthistimeintervalisnon-
negligible given the observed IR ﬂare rate, as discussed by H07.
However,allpreviousX-rayﬂaresthathaveoccurredduringIRob-
servations have been accompanied by an IR ﬂare, with no measur-
able time delay between the two wavelength bands ( 10 minutes;
Eckart et al. 2006b, 2008; Yusef-Zadeh et al. 2006b). The appar-
ent ﬂare peak at the beginning of the IR observations is consis-
tentwithsubstructureobservedinpreviousIRevents(e.g.,Eckart
etal.2006b).WethereforeassumethattheIRandX-raypeaksare
coincidentandexpectthatthemaximumIRﬂuxdensitywasgreater
thanthe 7mJyatthestartof theseobservations.WerefertoH07
for further discussion.
Neither of theﬂare eventsin2005 and2006,asmarked bythe
IR and X-ray emission, shows coincident submillimeter activity.
Both, however, show submillimeter ﬂares of unusual amplitude
after the X-ray or IR emission peak. The apparent delay between
the submillimeter and IR/X-ray ﬂares makes the assertion of a
relationship between these events even more uncertain than the
IR/X-rayconnectiondescribedabove,butcircumstantialevidence
of a relationship is building. From campaigns between 2004 and
2006 there are approximately 52 hr of joint X-ray/submillimeter
observations of Sgr A  yielding just one X-ray ﬂare, the 2006
ﬂarepresentedhere(Eckartetal.2006b;Yusef-Zadehetal.2006b;
F. K. Baganoff et al., in preparation). A 2004 ﬂare that occurred
2.3hrbefore thestartof thesubmillimeter observationswas also
followed by a 0.8 Jy decline in 870  mﬂ u xo v e rt h eﬁ r s t2h ro f
thesubmillimeterlightcurve(Eckartetal.2006b).Asimilarnum-
ber of hours of simultaneous IR/submillimeter measurements
(Eckartetal.2006b;Y usef-Zadehetal.2006b;thiswork)have
produced three instances of IR ﬂares followed by submillimeter
ﬂares. In the case of the 2005 ﬂare presented here and the 2004
Fig. 4.—Fluxdensity observedon2005 July31 inallthreebands.TheCSOdata(bottom)were obtainedin threedifferentﬁlters,andthefrequentswitchingbetween
wavelengthsmakescorrelationanalysisdifﬁcult,althoughthe450 mdatagenerallyfollowthetrendobservedat1.3mmbytheSMA(secondfrombottom).Thesehave
been separated for clarity and plotted to the same scale. The zero point of the ﬂux density scales at 850, 450, and 350  ma r eu n c e r t a i nb y1 ,0 . 5 ,a n d1J y ,r e s p e c t i v e l y ,
due to confusion. No ﬂare is detected in the X-ray observations during this interval, as reported in H07. The X-ray and IR data are plotted on the same scale as Fig. 3.
X-RAY, IR, AND SUBMILLIMETER FLARE OF SGR A  377 No. 1, 2008September 4 ﬂare in Yusef-Zadeh et al. (2006b), the submilli-
meter event occurs after a large IR ﬂare but precedes a smaller
ﬂare.InthesecasesitisnotclearwhichIReventtoassociatewith
thesubmillimeter,ifany,butwenotethatinallﬁveof these cases
the submillimeter ﬂare follows the largest event observed at the
shorter wavelengths. If the X-ray/IR events are unrelated to the
submillimeter we would expect an equal number of ﬂares before
andaftertheX-ray/IRﬂares.Wethereforeproceedontheassump-
tionthatthetwosubmillimeterﬂarespresentedherearerelatedto
the X-ray/IR ﬂares.
InFigure5weshowthecross-correlationof the2006submilli-
meter and X-ray light curves. We have employed the z-transform
discretecorrelationfunction(ZDCF)analysisofAlexander(1997)
inordertotreatproperlytheirregularsamplingof thesedatasets.
We ﬁnd no signiﬁcant delay between the 1.3 mm and 850  m
light curves, with the 850  mp e a kl e a d i n gb y2  12 minutes.
Cross-correlation with the X-ray light curve indicates delays of
96   14 and 97   17 minutes for the 850  ma n d1 . 3m md a t a .
Thecross-correlationof the2005IRand1.3mmdataisalsoshown
in Figure 5 (top), where the IR ﬂux is represented by the spectral-
average light curve, obtained by scaling the H and K0 ﬂux den-
sitiestotheL0 bandthroughthefactor( / L0) ,where     0:62,
the mean K0   L0 spectral index of the ﬂare (H07). This compo-
site light curve leads the 1.3 mm ﬂare by 20   5m i n u t e s ;c r o s s -
correlation with each individualI Rl i g h tc u r v ey i e l d ss i m i l a r
results,andtheintercorrelationsof theIRlightcurvesshownoevi-
dence for relative delays. The second peak in the cross-correlation
is spurious, arising from the chance alignment of the gap in the
SMA data with a minimum in the IR light curve.
The lag between the submillimeter and X-ray ﬂares in the
2006eventisnearly80minuteslongerthanthesubmillimeter-IR
lag in the 2005 ﬂare. However, because the 2005 ﬂare shows no
X-ray emission and we lack IR coverage at the expected peak of
the2006ﬂare,wecannotcomparecross-correlationsof thesame
pair of wavelengths between the two ﬂares. If the plateau at the
beginning of the2006 IRdata trulyrepresents thepeakof theIR
ﬂare, the delay between IR and submillimeter would be 40–
45 minutes shorter, although still measurably longer than that
observed in 2005.
3.3. Flare Polarization
Although linear polarization has been detected in Sgr A  at
submillimeter and near-IR wavelengths (e.g., Aitken et al. 2000;
Bower et al. 2003; Marrone et al. 2006a; Eckart et al. 2006a), of
the observations presented here only the 2006 July 17 SMA ob-
servationsweredesignedtomeasurepolarization.The1.3mmpo-
larizationlightcurveforthatepochisshowninFigure3(bottom).
Thefractionalpolarizationvariesfrom1%–2%atthestartof the
track to as much as 8%–9%. The polarization position angle
varies between 90
  and 130
  in the 4 minute samples.
If thesubmillimeterﬂareemissionarisesfromthesynchrotron
process, the ﬂare might be expected to be highly polarized. To
examine the ﬂare polarization, we rebin the data in half-hour
intervals (typically, four 4 minute observing cycles) and subtract
the total intensity (I0)a n dp o l a r i z a t i o n( Q0, U0)a v e r a g e do v e r
thefoursamplesthatprecedetheonsetof thesubmillimeterﬂare.
Although Sgr A  often shows dramatic polarization modulation
(magnitude and direction) even during periods of quiescence
(Marrone2006),makingtheassumptionofasingleQ0 and U0
possibly unreliable, the resulting background-subtracted light
curve(Fig.6)revealsinterestingchanges.AstheexcessStokesI
rises and falls, a polarization component (Pexcess)a l s oa p p e a r s
and fades, suggesting that the ﬂare emission is signiﬁcantly po-
larized.PreviousIRandcentimeter-waveobservationsofSgrA 
have also shown evidence of polarized ﬂare emission (Eckart
etal. 2006a; Meyer et al.2006b; Trippe et al.2007; Yusef-Zadeh
et al. 2007). The polarization fraction of the excess emission
(mexcess) is observed to increase from 9:4%   1:9% while the
ﬂareintensityisincreasing(theﬁrsttwobinsaftertheﬂareonset)
to a weighted average of16:5%   2:3% afterthe peak(exclusion
of the last bin causes an insigniﬁcant change in this average).
This increase is consistent with a synchrotron ﬂare that is evolv-
ing from optically thick to optically thin, assuming a power-law
electron distribution with N(E) / E p and p >  0:45. For the
electron index indicated by the constant IR spectral index, p  
2:2, the polarization fraction would be expected to change from
11% to 71% through this transition if the ﬂaring region lacked
any appreciable random magnetic ﬁeld component. The smaller
change observed here suggests that there is signiﬁcant disorder
in the ﬁeld revealed as the ﬂare becomes optically thin, or sub-
stantial internal Faraday rotation at 1.3 mm.
The variation of the excess Q and U through the ﬂare repre-
sents a rotation of the polarization; the total excess polarization
(Fig. 6, bottom panel, circles)r e m a i n sn e a r l yc o n s t a n t .C o m -
paring the data point on the rising edge of the ﬂare with the six
afterthepeak,weﬁndthatthepolarizationanglechangesby40
 ,
notas large as the expected 90
  change through a transition from
optically thick to thin synchrotron emission. However, the mag-
nitude of this change depends strongly on the choice of Q0 and
Fig. 5.—ZDCFs for the available light curves for the 2005 and 2006 ﬂares.
Onlyobservationsthatspantheapparentﬂarepeakineachbandhavebeencross-
correlated. The top panel shows the cross-correlation of the 1.3 mm data (Fig. 4,
second from bottom) with the spectral-average IR light curve. The latter is the
combination of the H, K0,a n dL0 lightcurves with the ﬁrst two scaled by the    
 0:62 mean spectral index to the L0 ﬂux density scale to generate a single light
curve with superior sampling. The bottom three panels show the three cross-
correlations of the 2006X-ray, 850  m, and 1.3 mm datain Fig.3. A positive lag
indicates that structure in the second data set appears after that in the ﬁrst.
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tities are slightly more negative than assumed.
4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Emission Mechanisms and Electron Cooling
After several years of coordinated multiwavelength monitor-
ing of Sgr A , the physical conditions and mechanisms respon-
sible for its ﬂaring are becoming clear. The IR observations of
Sgr A  in ﬂaring and quiescent states by H07 show a consistent
 IR    0:6spectrum,independentof theinstantaneousﬂuxden-
sity and its derivative. The spectral index suggests that the IR
photons are optically thin synchrotron emission from power-law
electrons[N(E) / E p]withp   1   2       2:2.Moreover,the
stability of the spectral index as the ﬂares decay is inconsistent
with the       1/2 change expected if the decay results from
radiative cooling of the electrons (Pacholczyk 1970). The elec-
tron cooling timescale due to synchrotron losses is (e.g., Krolik
1999)
tcool   1:3 ;1012  1=2B 3=2 s;  1 
where the frequency ( ) is in Hz and the magnetic ﬁeld (B) is
inG.AssumingthataftertheﬂarepeaktheIR-emittingelectrons
arenolongerproducedinlargenumbersandcannolongerhidea
change in spectrum, the 25 minute decay of the IR ﬂares limits
the ﬁeld in the emission region to  20 G. At this ﬁeld strength,
electrons emitting at K0 have a Lorentz factor of    1600.
Measurements of bright radio and submillimeter ﬂares also
imply that we are observing synchrotron ﬂares that decay due to
nonradiative electron cooling. The strongly polarized ﬂare emis-
sion shown in Figure 3 is suggestive of a synchrotron origin. In
both of the submillimeter ﬂares considered here the excess ﬂux
fades within 2 hr, much more quickly than could be explained
by synchrotron losses. Equation (1) predicts that submillimeter-
emitting electrons should cool 20 times more slowly than those
observed in theIR bands, very differentfrom theobserved factor
of a few difference in decay time. Similarly rapid decay has been
observedinﬂaresatlowerfrequencies(Yusef-Zadehetal.2006a).
The behaviorof the long-wavelengthﬂares andthe achromaticity
of theIRdecayimplythatanenergy-independentprocess,suchas
expansion, dominates the energy loss. Magnetic ﬂux–conserving
expansion also reduces the magnetic ﬁeld and therefore could
allowasomewhathigherinitialBandsmallerLorentzfactorthan
those quoted above.
Between 2000 and 2006, Chandra and XMM-Newton have
found 11 signiﬁcant increases in the X-ray luminosity of Sgr A 
(Baganoffetal.2001,2002;Goldwurmetal.2003;Porquetetal.
2003;Eckartetal.2004,2006b;Be ´langeretal.2005;thiswork).
Typically, these ﬂares lastfor 0.5–2 hr, muchlongerthanthe syn-
chrotron lifetime for reasonable estimates of the magnetic ﬁeld
strength,soproductionof theX-rayﬂaresthroughdirectsynchro-
tron emission would require sustained injection of high-energy
electrons throughoutthe ﬂare (e.g.,Baganoff etal. 2001; Markoff
etal.2001).OneveryoccasionwhereIRdatahavebeenavailable,
IR counterparts to these ﬂares have been observed (Eckart et al.
2004, 2006b; Yusef-Zadeh et al. 2006b; this work). For the two
ﬂares with the best data, those where the ﬂare rise and fall was
observed in both bands, there is no signiﬁcant delay between the
two wavelengths (Eckart et al. 2006b; Yusef-Zadeh et al. 2006b).
H07 also noted the correspondence between the X-ray spectral
indices ( X)a n dt h e i rm e a n IR for all but the brightest X-ray
ﬂare observed to date. Finally, as discussed in x 3.1, the spectral
indexbetweenIRandX-raywavelengthsisvariable( K X ranges
from  1.1 to < 1.5) but is reliably more negative than the
spectral indices within the IR or X-ray bands. When taken to-
gether, these points demonstrate that the X-rays are produced
through inverse-Comptonscatteringof the lower frequencyspec-
trum (see also H07; Yusef-Zadeh et al. 2006b).
4.2. Expanding Plasmon Flare Evolution Model
Yusef-Zadeh et al. (2006a) proposed that the temporal and spec-
tral behavior of centimeter-wavelength ﬂares in Sgr A  could be
explained in an expanding synchrotron plasmon picture (Shklovskii
1960; Pauliny-Toth & Kellermann 1966), following the formu-
lationofvanderLaan(1966).Eckartetal.(2006b)alsoproposed
an expansion model, although with a less direct connection to
previous work. Fundamental to this model is the adiabatic cool-
ing of electrons in the plasmon and the ﬂux-conserving diminu-
tionof themagneticﬁeld,whichprovidethenonradiativedecreases
insynchrotron outputthatwerequire.The model predictssmaller
and later ﬂare peaks at longer wavelengths, with the spectral in-
dices characteristic of, respectively, optically thick and thin syn-
chrotron [    2:5a n d( 1  p)/2] before and after the ﬂare peak
at a given wavelength.
Thisparticularmodelcanbetestedinnewwayswith the2006
ﬂare because we have observed the ﬂare at two optically thick
wavelengths (1.3 mm and 850  m), know the electron spectral
index from the IR observations ( p   2:2), and from the X-ray
data can pinpoint the time at which the putative expansion was
initiated. We found above that the submillimeter spectral index
prior to the ﬂare peak is  0:1   0:5 in the ﬂaring component,
inconsistent with the expected value of 2.5. This latter number is
a directresult of the assumption of a homogeneous plasmon, but
Fig. 6.—Polarization changes during the 2006 July 17 ﬂare at 1.3 mm. The
data are binned in half-hour intervals (3–6 samples). Top:S t o k e si n t e n s i t i e sa f t e r
subtracting the values in the 630 UT bin (I0   2:98 Jy, Q0    89 mJy, U0  
 128 mJy). The remaining emission is ascribed to the ﬂare (the two points that
precede the ﬂare are also shown). Bottom:P o l a r i z e de m i s s i o ni nt h eﬂ a r e .E x -
cess polarization is calculatedasPexcess   (Q   Q0)2   (U   U0)2    1=2,andthe
polarization fraction (mexcess) is the ratio of Pexcess and I   I0.T h eﬁ r s ta n dl a s t
points have large and uncertain mexcess; these points and their errors have been
scaledbyone-fourth.[SeetheelectroniceditionoftheJournalforacolorversion
of this ﬁgure.]
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optical depth, as in a jet or other inhomogeneous structure (e.g.,
de Bruyn 1976), is well known to produce arbitrary spectral
shapes. Similarly, the optically thin spectral index was found to
be 0:4   0:5, just marginally consistent with the  0.6 expected
fromtheelectronspectrum.Dent(1968)pointedoutthatthelight-
curve maxima at two wavelengths satisfy Sm;1/Sm;2   ( 1/ 2) ,
where     (7p   3)/(4p   6) (ranging from 1 to 1.46 for p  
1 5). For our submillimeter data and p   2:2, we expect the
850  mp e a kt ob e1 . 7t i m e sb r i g h t e rt h a nt h e1 . 3m mp e a k .W e
instead ﬁnd the amplitude of the ﬂares in these two bands to
beverysimilar, (S850  m/S1:3m m)   1:15   0:15,consistentwith
p   0. Finally, within this expansion model the relative timing
of the ﬂare peaks at these two wavelengths is (t1/t2)   ( 1/ 2) ,
     ( p   4)/ (4p   6), for expansion as r   t .H e r et h eﬂ a r e
peaks at short wavelengths (IR/X-ray) at t   t0, the scale time,
measurable at some optically thick wavelength as t0   3S/˙ S
(van der Laan 1966). Derivation of the scale time is quite uncer-
tain due to the quiescent emission and short rise time, but from
the 850  ml i g h tc u r v ew ei n f e rt1:3m m  t850  m   34 minutes,
and setting t0   0 places a lower limit of 18 minutes on the ex-
pected delay for linear expansion (    1). The latter is margin-
ally inconsistent with the observed delay, while the former is
discrepant at 3  . We also note that in this model the minimum
delay between 7 mm and 850  ms h o u l db e1 3 5m i n u t e s ,s oi n
this context we do not expect any relation between ﬂares ob-
served at 7 and 14 mm in Yusef-Zadeh et al. (2008) and the large
1.3 mm/850  mﬂ a r ec o n s i d e r e dh e r e .
Perhaps a more important problem is revealed by considering
theexpansionrateexpectedfortherelativisticplasmon.Although
Yusef-Zadeh et al. (2006a) invoke an expansion speed of 0.02c,
the sound speed near the black hole should approach the relativ-
istic limit of c/
   
3
p
. In the case of the 2006 ﬂare, the submilli-
meterpeaksoccurnearly100minutesaftertheeventthatinitiated
theputativeexpansion,implyinganexpansiondistanceof1014cm
(100rS).Althoughtheexpansionspeedmaydecreaseastheplasmon
entrains material, this estimate is nearly 2 orders of magnitude
largerthanthelikelysizeofSgrA  atsubmillimeterwavelengths.
Extrapolations of millimeter-wavelength VLBI measurements
(Boweretal.2004,2006;Shenetal.2005)suggestanintrinsic
quiescent source size of  2rS at 850  m. Further evidence for
thesmallsubmillimetersizecomesfromSEDmeasurementsthat
ﬁnd the turnover in the submillimeter spectrum expected from
the transition to optically thin emission (Marrone et al. 2006b;
Marrone2006).Therefore,25%of theluminosityofSgrA  near
1m mw o u l dn e e dt ob ep r o d u c e db yap l a s m o nt h a th a sr o u g h l y
502 times the surface area of the quiescent source, implying a re-
markably low brightness temperature in the plasmon.
The expanded size can be transformed back to an initial size
through the opacity law. Under the assumptions of van der Laan
(1966),thesynchrotronopacitydependsonthefrequencyandex-
panded size as
 
 0
  
 
k
k0
   p 4    =2 R
R0
     2p 3   
;  2 
where  0 is the opacity at a reference wavelength k0 and (R/R0)
is the expansion factor. Using p   2:2, assuming that initially
 3:8  m < 0:5t om at c ht h es p ec t r ali nd e xs t ab i l i t yc o ns t r ai n t(H 07 )
and that at the time of the 850  mp e a k   1:6a sp r e d i c t e db y
the model for this electron spectrum (Yusef-Zadeh et al. 2006a),
equation(2)showsthat(R/R0) < 8:3.If theplasmonexpandsby
no more than this factor before reaching a size of 100rS at the
timeof the850 mpeak,theinitialsizeisatleast12rS.Thissource
sizewoulddramaticallyoverproducetheobservedIRluminosity
unlessthedensitywereverylow(ne  104 cm 3)ortheassump-
tion of homogeneity were removed.
4.3. Other Dynamic Flare Models
It is clear that although the van der Laan (1966) plasmon
model grossly predicts some features observed in this ﬂare, it is
inadequate to describe the data presented here. However, this
model is just one realization of a family of models that describe
thescalingofenergyandthemagneticﬁeldunderexpansion.The
physics and geometry/dimensionality of the expansion may pre-
scribeotherscalingrelations(e.g.,Ko ¨nigl1981)ormorecompli-
cated variations (e.g., Falcke & Markoff 2000). It is established
above that the properties of Sgr A  ﬂares require nonradiative
electron cooling (x 4.1). Detailed models that describe the den-
sity and ﬁeld structure in the accretion ﬂow or outﬂow can also
predict the evolution of an expanding region, so time-resolved
multibandﬂareobservationscandirectlytestthestructureof these
models.
It has often been argued that the submillimeter spectrum of
Sgr A  is dominated by an electron component that is not signif-
icant at other wavelengths, the ‘‘submillimeter bump’’ (Melia &
Falcke 2001). Our SMA and CSO observations fall on the long-
wavelengthsideof thepeakof thisbump,wherethesynchrotron
emission from this component is optically thick. It is therefore
possible forthe properties of thesubmillimeter ﬂare to be signif-
icantlyalteredbytheexcessopacity.Forexample,forsomeperiod
of timetheambientsubmillimeterbumpelectronpopulation,often
takentobethermal(Yuanetal.2003),couldenshroudotherwise
observable emission from the ﬂaring region. However, the sub-
millimeter photosphere is believed to be small (few rS)b a s e do n
extrapolated VLBI size measurements, and it therefore seems un-
likely that this mechanism can hide an expanding blob for long.
It is also possible that the ﬂare electrons that produce submilli-
meter radiation are not injected into a power-law tail but instead
are heated into a thermal spectrum. In this case, the differing de-
pendence of the thermal synchrotron absorption coefﬁcient on
the source properties will change the simple relationship between
opacityandexpansionderivedforpower-lawelectrondistributions.
We have made no attempt to treat these possibilities, although they
arelikely tobe very important forproper modeling of ﬂares with
submillimeter observations.
ObservationsofrepeatedstructuresinIRandX-rayﬂares(e.g.,
Eckartetal.2006a;Meyeretal.2006b;Be ´langeretal.2006)have
oftenbeenattributedtoplasma‘‘hotspots’’orbitingtheblackhole
(e.g., Broderick & Loeb 2006; Marrone et al. 2006b; Meyer et al.
2006a; Trippe et al. 2007). In these interpretations, intensity and
polarization features with  20 minute cycle times are ascribed
to orbital motion, with several cycles observed in some ﬂares. If
these features are to persist for multiple orbits they must not ex-
pandsigniﬁcantly.However,thedecaytimescalesforX-rayﬂares,
indicative of expansion, are typically comparable to a single or-
bital period and conﬂict with the required plasmon conﬁnement.
Unless separate mechanisms are invoked for the ‘‘periodic’’
single-band ﬂares and multiwavelength ﬂares shown here and
elsewhere, it is unlikely that such hot spots survive for several
orbits.
4.4. X-Ray Emission and the Submillimeter Delay
There are two striking differences between the 2005 and 2006
ﬂaresinFigures3and4.First,althoughthe2005IRﬂarereaches
twicethepeak(observed)ﬂuxof the2006ﬂare,itshowsnomea-
surable X-ray emission above that from the quiescent extended
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submillimeter ﬂares in 2005 is much shorter than in 2006, al-
though we cannot rule out that the submillimeter ﬂare is related
to the IR ﬂare seen around 7 UT rather than the much stronger
ﬂare at 8 UT. Presuming that the X-rays arise from inverse-
Comptonprocessingof thelongerwavelengthspectrumandthat
the late appearance of the submillimeter emission results from
optical depth changes, we use a simple synchrotron-SSC source
modeltoestimatehowtheX-ray/IRratioandsubmillimeterdelay
should be related.
We begin with a homogeneous spherical synchrotron source
ofradiusR,electrondensityne,andmagneticﬁeldB.W eassume
ap o w e r - l a wd i s t r i b u t i o no fe l e c t r o n sb e t w e e n min and  max,
N( ) /   p,w i t hp   2:2a sd e t e r m i n e df r o mt h eI Rs p e c -
trum. The scaling of the synchrotron and SSC spectra of such
as o u r c ew e r ed e s c r i b e db yB l o o m&M a r s c h e r( 1 9 9 6 ) ,a n dw e
follow their analysis here. Approximating the spectrum of a
singleelectronofenergy  bya delta functionatthe characteristic
emissionfrequency     2:8 2BMHz,thesynchrotronspectrum
SS
  of thesource atoptically thin frequencies is then proportional
to
SS
  / neR3B 1 p    =2  1 p    =2:  3 
The SSC spectrum (SIC
  ) is proportional to the Thomson optical
depth of the sphere (roughly neR T)t i m e sSS
 ,
SIC
  / n2
eR4B 1 p    =2  1 p    =2:  4 
The ratio of these two equations, namely, SIC/SS / neR,p r o -
videsanexplanationforthevariationin IR Xnotedinx3.1:dif-
ferences inthe densityand size of the ﬂaring regionfrom ﬂare to
ﬂare. This model preserves the spectral similarity of the X-ray
and IR ﬂares, matching the observations.
We can numerically compare the observed IR and X-ray ﬂare
emission to our spherical source model by adapting the publicly
available synchrotron-SSC code of Krawczynski et al. (2004).
This code assumes a spherical emission region of radius R mov-
ing at an angle   from the observer’s line of sight at speed    
v/c, yielding the conventional Doppler parameter     1/  (1   
  cos  ) .T h ee l e c t r o ns p e c t r u mi ss p e c i ﬁ e da sab r o k e np o w e r -
law distribution, and the density, magnetic ﬁeld, and Doppler
factor are also free. We have modiﬁed the code in small ways to
suit our Galactic application, rather than the modeling of high-
energy blazar spectra that led to its development. In Figure 7 we
showthreemodelsthatmatchtheIRandX-rayspectrainthe2005
and2006ﬂares.TheparametersforthemodelsareshowninTable1.
The model is underconstrained by the available data, so we hold
Fig. 7.—SED of the peak emission in the 2005 and 2006 ﬂares. The X-ray emission for the 2005 ﬂare is shown as an upper limit at 4 keV (triangle). Also shown are
three synchrotron-SSC models for the IR and X-ray emission from the ﬂares. The 2006 X-ray ﬂare and presumed peak IR emission (chosen to match the 2005 ﬂare
maxima) are well ﬁt by model 1 (solid line), while model 2 (long-dashed line) approximates the 2006 ﬂare at the start of the IR coverage. Model 3 (short-dashed line)
matches the 2005 IR ﬂare and falls below the X-ray upper limit. Model parameters are given in Table 1 and discussed in x 4.4. The submillimeter peaks are not ﬁt by
these models because the bulk of the submillimeter photons and low-energy electrons, observed as the quiescent emission, are not accounted for in the ﬂare model, and
because these peaks occur long after the IR and X-ray peaks.
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( min   1, max   3 ;104)ﬁxed.Models1and2matchthe2006
ﬂare at its IR/X-ray peak (where the peak IR ﬂux densities are
assumed to match those of the 2005 ﬂare) and near the start of
theIRdata,respectively.Thesedifferbya1.4timesadiabaticex-
pansion, with the magnetic ﬁeld strength held constant. Model 3
also reproduces the peak 2005 IR ﬂux densities but evades the
X-rayupper limit because ofits smaller optical depth toCompton
scattering. The model parameters are plausible for Sgr A , al-
thoughpolarizationmeasurementslikelyprefersmallerdensities
(e.g., Marrone et al. 2007; Loeb & Waxman 2007). This toy
model is driven to higher densities by the need to reproduce the
X-rayemissionentirelythroughself-Comptonscattering;amore
complete model of Sgr A would include the quiescent submilli-
meter emission, andthese additional seedphotonsandscattering
electrons would therefore permit a smaller ﬂaring density.
Thedelaybetweentheﬂaretimesatopticallythinandthickfre-
quenciesdependsontheinitialopticaldepth(  ;0)atthefrequency
of interest and its rate of change. The synchrotron opacity of the
model sphere scales as (Rybicki & Lightman 1979)
   / neRB 2 p    =2   4 p    =2:  5 
Calculation of a ‘‘lifetime’’ for this opacity requires that we intro-
ducesomerelationship between the quantitiesinequation (5) and
time.Thesimplestprocedureistoimposeapower-lawdependence
of theradiusontime,R / t ,asinvanderLaan(1966),withthe
magnetic ﬁeld and density at ﬁxed energy (or energy density)
scaling as B / RkB / t kB and n / Rkn / t kn.I n s e r t i n gt h e s e
equations into equation (5) and its derivative, we ﬁnd that the
opacity decreases according to
       ;0t  ;
    1  
p   2
2
kB   kn:  6 
In thecaseof the van derLaan(1966) model, kB    2a n dkn  
 2   p,s o     (3   2p). Then the time T  required to reduce
thesourceopacitytounity,thedelay between theinitial ﬂareand
the peak at frequency  , is
T     
 1=  
 ;0 :  7 
Combiningequations(5)and(7),thedelaydependsontheinitial
parameters of the source according to
T  / ne;0R0B
p 2    =2
0    4 p    =2
hi  1=  
/
SIC
 
SS
 
B
p 2    =2
0    4 p    =2
    1=  
:  8 
We can use the observed X-ray and IR ﬂux densities in place
of SIC
  and SS
 ;normalizationfactorsthat depend on frequency in
equations (3) and (4) will cancel in comparisons between ﬂares
because the observing wavelengths do not vary.
The two ﬂares presented here can be used to examine the
plausibility of this relationship. However, because we can only
comparetheseﬂaresthroughratiosof theirproperties,wecannot
test the model without additional observations of ﬂares having
submillimeter and X-ray and/or IR counterparts. Normalized to
the quiescent X-ray ﬂux of Sgr A , the 2006 ﬂare represented a
factor of 20 increase, while the 2005 ﬂare produced  1.2 times
thequiescentﬂux(H07).TheobservedIR(K0)peakﬂuxdensity
was 12 mJy in 2005 and 7 mJy in 2006, but it is possible that the
IRﬂuxdensitywascomparabletoorevengreaterthan12mJyin
2006 before the observations began. Then SX;2006/SX;2005   20,
while SIR;2006/SIR;2005   0:6. The ratio of the submillimeter de-
laysisT2006/T2005   4:8.Assumingthattheﬂaresarecreatedwith
similar magnetic ﬁeld strengths, these ratios imply an upper limit
on  of 2.2.Thisdecreasesto 2.6ifweassumethattheX-ray
emission is a factor of 2 below the upper limit. Reversing the
argument, the weakest X-ray ﬂares that can be reliably detected
correspond to an excess of approximately twice the quiescent
ﬂux. Eckart et al. (2004) observed such a ﬂare accompanied by
a4m J yI Rﬂ a r e( K band). Based on the parameters of the 2006
ﬂare and this upper limit on   ,w ee x p e c tt h a tﬂ a r e sw i t hI R -
submillimeter delays smaller than 50 minutes should not show
measurable X-ray emission. Flares detected in the ongoing co-
ordinated monitoring campaigns should be able to test this rela-
tionship in detail.
Ar e l a t i o n s h i pb e t w e e nt h er a t i oo fX - r a ya n dI Rﬂ u x e sa n d
the submillimeter delay is expected even if the expansion of the
ﬂaring regiondoesnot follow the power-law formassumed above.
An example is a plasma region expanding along a jet governed by
the equations of Falcke & Markoff (2000), which account for the
acceleration due to the pressure gradient. Because the synchrotron
opacity and the X-ray/IR ﬂux ratio are proportional to the column
density (neR)o ft h ep l a s m a ,t h ec o n n e c t i o ni si m p o s e db ya s -
sumption and the physics of the expansion merely determine the
form of the correlation within the limits imposed by magnetic
ﬁeld variability.
5. SUMMARY
We have reported the ﬁrst measurements of a ﬂare of Sgr A 
observed at submillimeter, IR, and X-ray wavelengths. Interest-
ingly,thesubmillimeterﬂareisfoundmorethananhourafterthe
X-ray and IR ﬂares. A large delay is also found between an IR
and submillimeter ﬂare in 2005, although the identiﬁcation of
the submillimeter ﬂare with the IR event is less certain. We ﬁnd
the spectral and polarization changes in the ﬂare to be consistent
withexpansionofaregionofenergeticplasma,althoughtheadi-
abatic expansion model of van der Laan (1966) is not a good ﬁt
to this well-observed ﬂare. Independent of the details of the ex-
pansion, this paradigm predicts that the delay between the sub-
millimeter and short-wavelength ﬂares should be related to the
ratio of the synchrotron (IR) and SSC (X-ray) luminosities.
Such a relationship should be testable in the ongoing multi-
wavelengthSgrA  monitoringcampaigns.Campaignsincluding
short-wavelength VLBI (1–7 mm) would also provide a test of
the expansion model, as the long delays we observe imply ex-
panded source sizes comparable to the measured intrinsic size
(Shenetal.2005;Boweretal.2006).TheIRandX-rayproperties
of the ﬂares are well modeled by a homogeneous synchrotron-
SSC source, although incorporation of the submillimeter data
likely requires a more detailed treatment. Incorporation of such
TABLE 1
Synchrotron/SSC Models for the 2005 and 2006 Flares
Model
B
(G)
R
(rS)
ne
(cm 3)
1........................................ 1.5 1.0 2:0 ; 109
2........................................ 1.5 1.4 7:0 ; 108
3........................................ 1.5 5.0 1:6 ; 107
MARRONE ET AL. 382 Vol. 682expanding ﬂares into the existing static models of Sgr A will be
essential for further progress in understanding the ﬂares and the
accretion region.
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